Ziply Fiber Ethernet Internet Access

Your internet access
to everything

Ziply Fiber’s dedicated Ethernet Internet Access allows you to connect directly to the internet
through our blazingly fast fiber network. Services are delivered over a high-bandwidth connection,
providing you with the upload and download speeds you need for cloud computing and other
bandwidth-intensive applications. We’ve built our dedicated Ethernet Internet Access services on
a low-latency, fault-tolerant IP/MPLS backbone, designed to provide high-performance, secure and
reliable connectivity across the fastest network in our region.

Why use Ethernet Internet Access
Transit and Peering We provide you with fast, efficient, direct connections to internet end

points, reducing latency and improving capacity.
Designed reliability You can expect 99.999% uptime, which means less downtime and more
productivity. And you are backed by an industry leading SLA with measures for throughput,
latency and repair times.
Flexibility/scalability We provide bandwidth at the speeds you need, from 10 Mbps to 10
Gbps. And as your needs grow, we can grow with you, protecting you from slowdowns, even
when traffic is high.
Dedicated, reserved bandwidth The bandwidth you get is yours exclusively. This means no
sharing and no congestion; you will always get the speed you need.

Ethernet Internet Access features
Ziply Fiber’s Ethernet Internet Access gives you continuous,
protected connectivity between your company’s LAN and
the internet through our fiber network. This gives you
guaranteed performance levels, including throughput,
packet loss, latency and availability.
•

Ziply Fiber’s Ethernet Internet Access services can be
tailored to fit your business requirements, so you pay
only for what you need.

•

Direct peering and caching with SaaS business
application providers, in multiple locations across the
region, means access to content and business critical
applications are never compromised.

•

We include DDoS attack mitigation that protects the
network and all customers on it. By using an industry
leading detection solution, robust core network design,
and progressive peering agreements, this defense in
depth strategy reduces the likelihood that a DDoS attack
affects your business or our network.
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Who needs Ethernet Internet Access?
Finance and banking entities that require secure, speedy connections to cloud
services for both internal and external customers.

Medical organizations that require dependable, 24/7 connection and equally fast
uploads and downloads.

Educational organizations (K-12 and higher education) looking for ways to support
digital learning and connected device initiatives in the classroom.

Manufacturing and industrial companies that use the internet to run machinery, track

inventory and connect employees with customers through video conferencing and private
cloud applications.

Data centers and IT operations that handle high-bandwidth or rich media

applications, or those that need a stable data center environment with fewer hops to
vital cloud services.

How is Ziply Fiber better?
Purpose-built for performance.
Ziply Fiber operates our core network, so that it we won’t exceed 40% of
capacity at peak hours. With over 20+ Tbit/sec on all inter-city fiber routes,
sub 3ms end-to-end latency, and 3 Tbit/sec+ of edge-facing capacity, Ziply
Fiber’s network is being built to meet your network performance needs.
A better network doesn’t go down.
Ziply Fiber has engineered its core network to be fully redundant, with a
dual infrastructure that will maintain customer connections even when an
issue arises on the network.
Building a network for the future.
Your network is only as good as the investment your provider puts into it.
And at Ziply Fiber, we have invested over $500 million of working capital in
the communities we serve, for the best connectivity experience now and in
the future.
A four-state regionally focused network.
We are local, with headquarters in Kirkland, WA and offices in Everett,
Yakima, Beaverton, OR and Hayden Lake, ID. Serving your business is
our top priority.

This is not an offer for service. Please contact a Ziply Fiber™ sales representative for details and
pricing. Ziply and related marks are trademarks of Northwest Fiber, LLC. All rights reserved.
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